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Assignment set 2 / Biometry and bioinformatics II / 2013

______________________________________________

- Reports to be submitted to course Moodle Tuesday 15.10

- You will not get personal response about your answers, but we work out the
solutions during our last session Wednesday 16.10. Time for this session is 12.00 –
15.30. We agreed on this change during the lecture 3.10 because many students
have an overlap (16.00 -> an exam, Algorithms for bioinformatics).

The goal of assignment set 1 is to familiarize with some general molecular
evolutionary concepts, nucleotide substitution modelling, composition, codon
usage, synonymous, non-synonymous substitutions

You can use either MEGA5-software, which you have been using for assignment set 1,
(http://www.megasoftware.net/) or  DnaSP5 (http://www.ub.edu/dnasp/, installed in C128)
which was introduced in session 3.10.

Assignment set 2.1

Modelling nucleotide substitutions is an elementary part of (for example) phylogeny
reconstructions (with the exception of parsimony methods).  Jukes-Cantor model assumes
that all substitutions occur with equal probabilities. Derivation is given in lecture slides and,
for convenience, here anew.

Derive the two-parameter model including separate parameters for transitions and
transversions. In case you consider this as too demanding, it is enough that you construct
the strating scheme and the first equations, i.e. the part corresponding equations (1) – (3)
in Jukes-Cantor one-parameter model.

We shall work out the whole derivation during our last session 16.10.
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Assumption: all nucleotide substitutions occur with equal probabilites, , Jukes-Cantor model (1969)

 The rate of substitution for each nucleotide is 3  per unit time

A   T    C    G

A         

                                T              

                                C              

                                G       

  At time 0:  Assumption that  at a certain nucleotide site there is A, PA(0) = 1

  Question: probability that this site is occupied by A at time t , PA(t) ?

  At time 1, probability of still having A at this site is

PA(1) = 1 - 3         (1)

  3  is the probability of A changing to T, C, or G

  The probability of the site having A at time 2 is

PA(2) = (1 - 3  )PA(1) +  [1 – PA(1)]         (2)

This includes two possible courses of events from time points t=0 --> t = 1 --> t = 2

t = 0 t = 1 t = 2

A no substitution           A no substitution            A

A substitution        T or C or G substitution             A

  The following recurrence equation holds for any t

PA(t+1) = (1 - 3  )PA(t) + [1 – PA(t) ]                       (3)

Note that this holds also for t = 0, because PA(0) = 1 and thus

PA(0+1) =  (1 – 3 ) PA(0) +  [1 – PA(0) ] = 1 - 3

      which is identical with equation (1).

   The amount of change in PA(t) per unit time, rewriting equation (3):

      PA(t) = PA(t+1) – PA(t)  = - 3 PA(t) + [1 – PA(t) ]  =  - 4 PA(t) +            (4)

  Approximating the previous discrete-time model by a continuous-time model, by regarding PA(t) as the rate of
change at time t. With this approximation equation (4) is rewritten as

                               dPA(t) / dt  =  - 4 PA(t) +            (5)

  The solution of this first-order linear differential equation is
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PA(t) = ¼  +  (PA(0) – ¼ )e -4 t (6)

  The starting condition was A at the given site, P A(0) = 1, consequently

PA(t) = ¼  + ¾ e -4 t (7)

   Equation (6) holds regardless of the initial conditions, for example if the initial nucleotide is not A, then PA(0) =
0, and the probability of having A at time t

PA(t) = ¼  + ¼ e -4 t (8)

  Equations (7) and (8) describe the substitution process. If the initial nucleotide is A, then PA(t) decreases
exponentially from 1 to ¼ . If the initial nucleotide is not A, then PA(t) will  increase monotonically from 0 to ¼ .

   Under this simple model, after reaching  equilibrium, PA(t)=PT(t)=PC(t)=PG(t) for all subsequent times.

   Equation (7) can be rewritten in a more explicit form to take into account that the initial nucleotide is A and the
nucleotide at time t is also A

PAA(t) = ¼  + ¾ e -4 t (9)

   If the initial nucleotide is G instead of A, from equation (8)

PGA(t) = ¼  + ¼ e -4 t (10)

Since all the nucleotides are equivalent under the Jukes-Cantor model, the general probability, Pij(t) ,
that a nucleotide will become j at time t, given that it was i at time 0, equations (9) and (10) give the
general probabilities Pii(t) and  Pij(t), where i  j.

Pii(t) = ¼  + ¾ e -4 t and Pij(t) = ¼  + ¼ e -4 t  (11)

Number of substitutions, nucleotide divergence, between two sequences

We assume that all sites in sequence evolve at the same rate and follow the same substitution scheme. The
number of sites compared between two sequences is denoted by L.

     Consider  the probability that a nucleotide at a given site at time t  is the same in both sequences. Suppose that the nucleotide
at a given site was A at time point 0. At time t, the probability that a descendant sequence will have A at this site is PAA(t), and
consequently the probability that two descendant sequences have A at this site is P2

AA(t). Similarly, the probabilities
that both sequences have T, C or G at this site are P2

AT(t), P2
AC(t), and P2

AG(t)

    The probability that the nucleotide at a given site at time t is the same in both sequences is

I(t) = P2
AA(t) + P2

AT(t) + P2
AC(t) + P2

AG(t)   (12)

     From equations (11) we obtain

I(t) = ¼ + ¾ e -8 t                                                                                                       (13)

     Equation (13) also holds for T, C or G. Therefore, regardless of the initial nucleotide at a given site, I(t)  represents the proportion
of identical nucleotides between two sequences that diverged t time units ago. The probability that the two sequences are different
at a site at time t is p = 1 - I(t).  Thus
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p = ¾ (1 - e -8 t)      or      8 t = ln(1 – (4/3) p)                                                      (14)

      The time of divergence between two sequences is usually not known, and thus estimation of is not possible. Instead, it
possible to calculate K, which is the number of substitutions per site since the time of divergence between the two
sequences.  In the case of the one-parameter model, K = 2(3 t), where 3 t is the number of substitutions per site in a
single lineage.

K = 6 t = - ¾ ln(1 - (4/3) p)                                                                                  (15)

where p is the observed proportion of different nucleotides between the two sequences.

An example. Page 3 (book chapter page 143) in Phylogeny methods based on distance matrices (see course
webpage, week 1) shows how Jukes-Cantor model serves like a correction to sequence diverge calculation.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Assignment set 2.2

Background

  Each amino acid is coded by a “triplet of nucleotides”, a codon, having three “sites”, first, second and third site
or position.

  Nucleotide sites (positions) are classified into nondegenerate, twofold degenerate, and fourfold
degenerate sites:

  A site is nondegenerate if all possible changes at this site are non-synonymous: nucleotide change => amino
acid change, twofold degenerate if one of the three possible changes is synonymous (nucleotide change => no
amino acid change), and fourfold degenerate if all possible changes at the site are synonymous

  For example, the first two positions at the codon TTT (Phe) are nondegenerate, while the third position is twofold
degenerate. The third position at the codon GTT (Val) is fourfold degenerate.
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 By using the data 2 (see the data description in assignment set 1) calculate

 Codon usage of the bacteria in the data.

 The so called  GC-content of the bacteria in the data.

 The concepts and, in many instances, practical “tools”, codon usage and GC-content will
be introduced in more detail during the lecture 8.10. Now we get familiar with these by
working out the facts: codons are not used at random, GC-content is not evenly distributed.
During the session 3.10 we had a look at these (by using another data) by using DnaSP5.

NOTE !!!!

You get a table of GC-content of all sequences (i.e. one table).  Write about differences you
can observe.

But codon usage: each sequence item has it´s own table. You are not supposed to start
inspecting tens of such tables!

Just pick up some tables (not many !) and explain some part of the results you
notice. You are not supposed to write an extensive report commenting all codon –
amino acid issues. Pick up, for example, some amino acids and inspect them, and
write about your observations.

Hint: When you have worked with this data for assignment set 1, you have got a clustering
structure of the bacteria, i.e. different species and different serotypes of one species
(Streptococcus pneumoniae). Use your clustering structure as framework for selecting
some items (sequences, which are different species or different within-species serotypes).
This means: pick up sequence items from clearly different clusters.

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Assignment set 2.3

The initial question in 3.10 version (synonymous and non-synonymous in data_4, see
assignment set 1) is now retracted.

Instead, with data_4 answer the question posed above in 2.2: nucleotide composition and
codon usage bias. And, also for some other gene from data_3 (the mitochondrial genome,
see assignment set 1): nucleotide composition and codon usage bias.

See the Note above in 2.2: codon  usage biases only from some animals, not from the
whole data. Take, for example, dog, horse and cow. And the same animals from both genes.

Data_4 –file is the cytochrome-gene from the mitochondrial genome (cut from the data in
data_3, which is now given in a bit modified version: data 3_aligned_IUPACedited
(see http://www.dnabaser.com/articles/IUPAC%20ambiguity%20codes.html;  The reason: DnaSP does
not recognize other than A,C,T,G´s and N – all Y´s and W´s and R´s, i.e. the ”not clear
bases” have been replaced by N.)
Your task is to cut also another gene. How to cut: (was shown during the session 3.10)
One way is to use Clustal, define the coordinates to be included, and save that file as a new
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fasta-file. In DnaSP: there is the window which allows definition (by using coordinates) of a
region to be analysed. The same is true for MEGA5, in which you can also delete the regions
which you don´t want to be included. The data_3 coordinate table is, for convenience, given
here anew.
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Assignment set 2.4

The file data HLA_gene  contains human alleles at one human leukocyte gene.

Synonymous and non-synonymous ?

 Nondegenerate, two-fold degenerate, four-fold degenarte ?
  (note that MEGA5  has buttons-to-be-clicked to get these).


